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Habitable Rooms

ONCE AGAIN, The 
'Word 

invites you to travel

into the dark realm of terms that often are

misused or misunderstood in home inspection

reports. The \Word hopes you will find this crip

informative and maybe a little entertaining.

As usual, The \flord uses the 2009 Interna-

tional Residential Code (IRC) as the primary

reference for this column. Local regulations and

interpretations mayvary. Remember that home

inspections aren't code inspections. The W'ord

does not discuss topics in depth, so you may

want to look for more information from other

sources if youie interested in todayt term.

The \Word's term today is habitable rooms

(called habitable spaces in the IRC). The \flord

finds this term interesting because the term is

used in manyplaces, includingASHI standards,

but many people don't know what it means.

What is a habitable room and why
does it matter?
Habitable rooms are living, sleeping, eating

and cooking rooms. Common terms for these

rooms include living rooms, family rooms,

dens, bedrooms, breakfast rooms, dining rooms

and kitchens. These rooms can occur anywhere

in the home including basements and attics.

Bathrooms, laundry rooms, closets, storage

rooms, equipment rooms and hallways are not

habitable rooms.

Habitable rooms have special requirements

for ventilation, size and ceiling height that

don't apply to most nonhabitable rooms. The

distinction between habitable and nonhabit-

able rooms usually doesn't matter during your

home inspection. But your client may want to

know that a room addition, porch enclosure

or conversion of an attic or a basement into
"living 

space" may not be quite as livable as

advertised. Habitable room conversions and

additions that don't satisfy these special require-

The distinction between
habitable and non-
habitable rooms usually
doesn't matter during
your home inspection.
But your client may want
to know that a room
addition, porch enclosure,
or conversion of an attic
or a basement into "living

space" may not be quite
as livable as advertised.

ments may be an indication of unpermitted

construction.

Let there be light
Light usually isn't an issue in habitable rooms

because a room isn't very habitable without

light; therefore, people don't usually build

rooms without light. Habitable rooms should

have glazing (a window or a door with glazing)

equal to at least 8 percent of the room's floor

area. Arti6cial light may substitute for natural

Iight, so habitable rooms don't need a window

to provide light; however, bedrooms need a

window or a door for escape and all habitable

rooms may need an opening for ventilation.
'S7'e'll 

get to ventilation in a minute.

Lights in most habitable rooms may be a wall

switch-controlled light fixture or a switched

receptacle. A wall- or ceiling-mounted light

fixture is required in kitchens and bathrooms.

By BRUCE BARKER, ACI

Any type ofwall switch-controlled light fixture

is required in hallways and stairways and in

attics, basements and craivl spaces ifthe area

is designed for storage or if the area contains

equipment requiring service. The switch should

be located near the entrance to the area.

Let there be fresh (or what passes for
fresh) air
Ventilation can be an issue in areas such as

attics and basements that have been converted

into habitable rooms. Habitable rooms should

have outdoor ventilation openings, such as an

operable window, with a ventilacion area equal

to at least 4 percent of the room's floor area.

Mechanical ventilation may substitute for

natural ventilation. Mechanical ventilation

may mean a ducted heating system since it

provides a means to move air around older

homes that have many unintentional venti-

lation openings to the outdoors. A ducted

heating system that doesn't have a means to

supply outdoor air won't satisfy ventilacion

requirements in newer homes built with better

air sealing. The outdoor air supply may be a

heat- or an energy-recovery ventilation system

or a duct running between the outdoors and

a return boot. Radiant headng systems like

electric baseboard heaters won't ever satisfy

ventilation requirements.

Habitable rooms, and the entire home,

should have a heating source capable ofkeeping

the home at 68 F. The heating source doesn't

have to be in a room, the source just has to

serve the room. A heating source in an adjacent

room might work if there is a large enough

opening between the two rooms and if the

opening can't be closed. A cooling source isn't

required for habitable rooms, but you might

want to point out the lack ofa cooling source

ifcooling is a big deal in your.area.
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